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Abbreviations 

AEP – Auditory evoked potentials 

AM – Amplitude modulated 

EEG – Electro encephalogram 

FFT – Fast Fourier transform 

MRTF – Modulation rate transfer function 

RFR – Rate following response 

RMS – Root mean square 

SAM – Sinusoidally amplitude modulated  

SPL – Sound pressure level 

Vp-p – peak-to-peak voltage 
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Abstract 

Adequate temporal resolution is required across taxa to properly utilize amplitude 

modulated acoustic signals.  Among mammals, odontocete marine mammals are 

considered to have relatively high temporal resolution, which is a selective 

advantage when processing fast traveling underwater sound.  However, multiple 

methods used to estimate auditory temporal resolution have left comparisons among 

odontocetes and other mammals somewhat vague.  Here we present the estimated 

auditory temporal resolution of an adult male white-beaked dolphin, 

(Lagenorhynchus albirostris), using auditory evoked potentials and click stimuli.  

Ours is the first of such studies performed on a wild dolphin in a capture-and-release 

scenario.  The white-beaked dolphin followed rhythmic clicks up to a rate of 

approximately 1125-1250 Hz, after which the modulation rate transfer function 

(MRTF) cut-off steeply.  However, 10% of the maximum response was still found at 

1450 Hz indicating high temporal resolution.  The MRTF was similar in shape and 

bandwidth to that of other odontocetes.  The estimated maximal temporal resolution 

of white-beaked dolphins and other odontocetes was approximately twice that of 

pinnipeds and manatees, and more than ten-times faster than humans and gerbils.  

The exceptionally high temporal resolution abilities of odontocetes are likely due 

primarily to echolocation capabilities that require rapid processing of acoustic cues. 

 

Key Words: dolphin, mammal, temporal resolution, auditory evoked potential, 

modulation rate transfer function 
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Introduction 

 Proper temporal processing of sound can be crucial for acoustic signal 

recognition, examples of which have been demonstrated across taxa.  In certain 

crickets, amplitude modulated (AM) signals play a role in predator recognition 

(Fullard et al. 2005).  Mates and competitors may be recognized by temporal cues in 

frogs and reef fish (Rose et al. 1985; Myrberg 1986; 1997).  Song recognition is 

enhanced by proper acoustic temporal patterns in song birds (Dooling and Searcy 

1981).  Neurons in the auditory cortex of little brown bats (Myotis lucifugus) 

respond to simulated echoes that are amplitude modulated with the wing beat 

frequencies of insect prey (Condon et al. 1997).  In all cases where deciphering of 

temporally modulated signals is important, the prerequisite is that the animals have 

sufficient ability to process AM signals at functional rates.  

Hearing is an important sensory modality for marine mammals and is 

perhaps the most important sense for cetaceans.  Marine mammals provide an 

important case for auditory temporal processing studies because their auditory 

system must compensate for sound speed underwater, which is nearly five times as 

fast as sound in air (Urick 1983).  Like bats, odontocetes (toothed whales) have also 

developed the ability to echolocate, processing short-duration clicks and subsequent 

rapid echoes, both of which are only tens to hundreds of μs in duration and only a 

few ms apart (Au 1993; Madsen et al. 2004).  These echolocators must have 

sufficient temporal processing capabilities to follow individual clicks and echoes, 

and discern information from echoes by using short integration times (Au et al. 

1988).  Because of the compensations for sound speed underwater and echolocation 
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abilities, odontocetes are often considered to have evolved the auditory processing 

abilities which follow AM sounds at high rates relative to many other animals 

(Fuzessery et al. 2003; Supin and Popov 2003). 

One odontocete whose temporal resolution capabilities seem particularly 

intriguing is the white-beaked dolphin (Lagenorhynchus albirostris), a species that 

can hear relatively high frequency sounds (up to 180 kHz) (Nachtigall et al. 2008).  

High-frequency hearing and corresponding peripheral auditory filter bandwidths are 

theoretically associated with increased temporal resolution (Fay 1992; Supin et al. 

2001).  As a general rule, the wider the filter band, as is typical at higher 

frequencies, the greater is the auditory temporal resolution.  It has been suggested 

that sensitive high-frequency hearing in some dolphins and porpoises is related to 

concurrent high auditory temporal resolution (Supin et al. 2001; Mulsow and 

Reichmuth 2007).  This may also hold true for white-beaked dolphins.  

However, comparisons of temporal resolution across taxa can be confusing 

because methods vary, constrained by the limits of experimental conditions; thus the 

scope of such evaluations is inherently limited.  For example, human auditory 

temporal resolution speeds may be referenced from 30-500 Hz, depending on 

whether the response was determined behaviorally (Szymaszek et al. 2006), 

recorded from cortical potentials (Kuwada et al. 1986), or measured from brainstem 

evoked potentials (Purcell et al. 2004).  In bottlenose dolphins, temporal resolution 

estimates have varied from 1000 to 4000 Hz (approximately 1 – 0.264 ms) based on 

variation in stimulus type and physiological versus behavioral methodologies (Au et 

al. 1988; Dolphin et al. 1995; Supin and Popov 1995).  
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One experimental method that provides temporal resolution estimates across 

taxa and allows for robust comparison is the use of AM stimuli and measurement of 

responses with auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) recorded from brainstem activity.  

The stimuli may be presented as either broadband clicks or sinusoidally amplitude 

modulated (SAM) tone-pips at varying rates (both stimuli produce comparable 

results) (Supin et al. 2001).  At lower presentation rates, AEP responses correspond 

with each stimulus modulation, forming an evoked potential rate following response 

(RFR; referred to as an envelope following response or EFR for SAM tones).  This 

ability for the nervous system to follow various stimuli presentation rates is termed 

the modulation rate transfer function (MRTF).  The maximum rate at which the 

auditory nervous system can follow the amplitude modulation of the stimulus can be 

used to estimate auditory temporal resolution (Supin and Popov 1995; Supin et al. 

2001).  This method has been applied to a variety of taxa, including odontocetes 

(Dolphin et al. 1995; Supin and Popov 1995), manatees (Mann et al. 2005), 

pinnipeds (Mulsow and Reichmuth 2007), humans (Purcell et al. 2004), and gerbils 

(Dolphin and Mountain 1992).  The methodological similarities allow for 

comparisons of echolocating marine mammals (dolphins), non-echolocating marine 

mammals (manatees and pinnipeds), humans and rodents.   

The purpose of this study was two-fold: 1) estimate the auditory temporal 

resolution of the white-beaked dolphin using broadband pulses and the RFR and 2) 

compare the determined auditory temporal resolution with other marine and 

terrestrial mammals.  This research was part of a larger study to measure the hearing 

range and sensitivity of the white-beaked dolphin in a capture and release scenario.   
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Methods 

Subject and experimental set-up 

The study animal was a wild white-beaked dolphin (Lagenorhynchus 

albirostris) caught-and-released within Faxaflόi Bay off the coast of Keflavík, 

Iceland.  Groups of white-beaked dolphins frequent the bay during the summer 

months, and during our research period, July 14 to August 11 2006, the animals 

often approached our 18-m modified fishing vessel, the Hafborg.  The animals 

voluntarily bow-rode the vessel and twice during the expedition, when a dolphin 

surfaced in front of the boat, it was hoop-netted, maneuvered into a dolphin-

stretcher, and lifted via a hydraulic winch on board the vessel (see Nachtigall et al. 

2008).  The dolphin was placed into a 1 x 1 x 3.7 m specially constructed plastic 

tank reinforced with a welded steel frame and filled with sea water.  In this custom 

tank, the dolphin’s temporal resolution was measured.  

The subject was an adult male, 217 kg in mass, 224 cm in length, with a girth 

of 139 cm.  Upon capture, the animal was placed into the tank and the vessel sailed 

to the nearby harbor of Garđur for the hearing measurements.  Conducting the 

experiment within this small harbor reduced water motion within the tank.  The tank, 

lined with 3-cm-thick open cell mattress foam, was acoustically dampened; limiting 

reflections so that the subject’s hearing could be measured under good acoustic and 

field conditions (Fig. 1).    

Sound stimuli were projected from an ITC-1032 transducer (resonance 

frequency = 38 kHz) (Santa Barbara, CA, USA).  The transducer was suspended 
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from an overhead bar that stretched across the tank and secured at a position that 

was 80 cm from the animal’s rostrum and 115 cm to the approximate location of the 

animal’s ear, but near the foam tank wall.  The transducer was hung 30 cm below the 

water surface and in line with the subject’s head and lower jaw.  The animal was 

positioned in the stretcher hanging from two mobile steel suspension bars over the 

box.  A large flap in the front of the stretcher, near the animal’s head, was unzipped 

in order to permit ‘free’ sound transmission to the animal’s head and lower jaw.  The 

animal remained calm and still throughout the experiment, with very little head-

movement.  This reduced variability in the subject’s received sound levels.  The 

received stimuli were monitored using a CS12 miniature hydrophone (Derell 

Engineering, Virum, Denmark: sensitivity -210 dB re 1V/µPa and 0 to -3 dB from 1 

to 150 kHz) placed about 25 cm from the lower jaw of the animal.  Acoustic stimuli 

were amplified by 70 dB (Etec, Frederiksværk, Denmark) (high pass 100 Hz) and 

sampled at 1 MHz (AD Link 12 bit, Taiwan, Formosa and Magma PCI expansion 

box) recorded to the hard disk of a laptop computer. 

 

Acoustic measurements and stimuli 

The tank was calibrated several days before the experiment.  The projecting 

transducer was placed in position and a calibrated reference hydrophone, a Reson 

TC 4034 (sensitivity -218 dB re 1V/µPa, ±3dB up to 300 kHz, Slangerup, 

Denmark), was placed 1 m from the projector and at 30 cm depth.  This position was 

determined to be the approximate location of the subject’s head and there was little 

measurable variation in received levels within a few centimeters of the original 
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hydrophone position.  Stimuli were short pulses, 100 µs in duration with a peak 

frequency of 38 kHz, but with a spectrum that ranged from 1-60 kHz and consisted 

of approximately 3 full cycles (Fig. 2).  Each of these pulses was transmitted in the 

tank and the received peak-to-peak voltage (Vp-p) was measured on the oscilloscope.  

The Vp-p measure was used to calculate the sound pressure levels (SPLs) of the brief 

pulses, as is typical of transient, short-duration signals (Au 1993; Madsen 2005).  

These SPLs were kept constant during the experiment at 128 dB re: 1 μPa (p-p).  

While some reflections were likely in the relatively small tank, they were not 

observed (see also Nachtigall et al. 2008).  This is likely due to precautions taken to 

reduce acoustic interference including: the extremely short duration of the clicks 

(100 μs) and click trains (19 ms), which reduced potential signal overlap, and good 

dampening material along the tank walls which baffled sound.  Acoustic signals 

were also presented at relatively low p-p SPLs to ensure direct path stimuli were of 

the greatest amplitude, and likely masking attenuated reflections.  As a 

precautionary measure the received signals were simultaneously recorded to 

determine the spectrum and ensure that no competing signals or reflections existed.  

Finally, while some multipath may have occurred, the actual effects on sound 

reception by the animal were likely to be minimal.  This is because an odontocete 

receiver (its head and lower jaws) gathers sound not at a single point, where 

reflections would have greatest effects, but across the head at multiple locations 

(Møhl et al. 1999; Mooney et al. 2008).  Interference certainly would not occur at all 

locations on the head and the dolphins’ auditory system seems to process sound 

received across its jaw (Norris and Harvey 1974).   
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Noise level measurements were also calibrated and recorded to determine the 

spectrum level of the background noise (Fig. 3).  For this we used a Reson TC 4032 

hydrophone (sensitivity -170 dB re 1V/µPa, ±3dB up to 120 kHz), Etec amplifier 

(HP at 100 Hz), an AD-Link (Taiwan) 12 bit digital-to-analog data acquisition card 

set at 1MSamples/s and a Magma PCI expansion box (San Diego, CA, USA).  The 

noise level in the tank on board ship was 118 dB re 1µPa RMS (BW= 100 Hz to 120 

kHz, τ = 2.3 s) or leveling off at approximately 60-80 dB re 1 μPa2·Hz-1 noise 

spectral density (Nachtigall et al. 2008).  The system noise was 102 dB re 1µPa 

RMS (BW= 100 Hz to 120 kHz, τ = 881 msec). 

The acoustic stimuli were digitally generated using a custom LabView 

program.  The signal was then converted from digital to an analog signal with a 

National Instruments-PCMCIA-6062E digital-to-analog data acquisition card 

(Austin, TX, USA) implemented into a laptop computer, using an update rate of 256 

kHz.  From the data acquisition card, the stimuli were sent to a custom-built signal-

shaping box that allowed for the stimulus level to be increased or decreased in 1-dB 

steps and from this box the signal was sent directly to the ITC transducer.  An EZ 

OS-310M battery-powered digital oscilloscope (Puchonsi, Kyunggi-do, Republic of 

Korea) was used to monitor the outgoing stimuli from the signal-shaping box to the 

projecting transducer.  Stimuli consisted of a series of pulses of varying modulation 

rates, but the total pulse-series was always 19 ms long followed by 30 ms of silence.  

This presentation sequence reduced adaptation by the animal’s auditory system.  A 

total of 1000 pulse-series were presented for each modulation rate, which was varied 

from 125 to 3000 Hz, providing 14 different rates.  
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Auditory evoked potential measurements 

Hearing measurements were collected using AEP responses to the pulsed 

stimuli.  For each stimulus of an appropriate SPL and rate, there was a 

corresponding AEP response.  As a pulsed stimulus presentation was modulated 

from low to high rates a RFR could be measured, and maximum following rates 

could be used to estimate the animal’s AEP temporal resolution.  Responses were 

collected using two standard 10-mm gold electroencephalogram (EEG) electrodes, 

embedded in custom, latex suction cups and of the same electrode type used for 

human EEG collection.   The two suction cups were placed on dorsal skin using 

standard conductive gel.  The active electrode was attached 3-4 cm behind the 

blowhole but slightly off to the right.  The second cup contained the reference 

electrode and was attached on the dorsal fin.  This seemed to reduce background 

noise levels as there are few muscles and noise producing nerves in that location.  

The system was grounded to the water in the holding tank.  The animal rested in the 

stretcher at the water’s surface with most of its head underwater to receive sound 

input through the major tissue routes to the ears (Møhl et al. 1999; Ketten 2000) 

while the suction cups remained in the air to maximize signal strength. 

The measured responses from the electrodes were amplified 10,000 times 

using an Iso-Dam Biological Amplifier (WPI, Sarasota, FL, USA).  Both the Iso-

Dam and a Krohn-Hite Filter Model 3103 (Brockton, MA, USA) filtered the 

responses for anti-aliasing protection and noise reduction, using a bandpass of 300 to 

3000 Hz for stimulus rates of 375-3000 Hz.  The high pass setting was set at 100 and 
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200 Hz when stimuli were presented at 125 and 250 Hz.  The amplified and filtered 

responses were transferred to an analog input using the same data acquisition card in 

the same laptop computer and then digitized at 16 kHz using the same custom 

LabView program used for stimulus generation.  Evoked potential records were 

recorded in 26-ms segments, beginning at the onset of the sound stimulus 

presentation.  In order to extract the recorded AEP from noise, 1000 samples were 

averaged per trial and each trial lasted 49 s.   

 

Data analysis  

To estimate the subject’s response at each modulation rate, a 16-ms window 

of each average evoked response was fast Fourier transformed (FFT) for each 

modulation rate.  The 256-point FFT provided a response frequency spectrum of the 

data, where a peak showed received energy, or the animal’s physiological following 

response, at the respective modulation rate.  Thus peaks were typically found in the 

FFT spectra at the rate at which the clicks were presented and higher amplitude 

peaks indicated a better AEP “following” of that rate.  The FFT peak value at each 

modulation rate was plotted relative to the modulation frequency to estimate the 

MRTF.  This MRTF was then taken as an estimate of the subject’s auditory temporal 

resolution.  A “weighted MRTF” was also estimated by taking the square-root of the 

sum of the squares of the fundamental and harmonic FFT peaks.  An example of the 

AEP waveform spectrum was also provided for comparison to the MRTF.  Due to 

the difficulties and limitations of working with wild cetacean species, AEP data 

were based upon one individual.   
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Results 

The observed AEP waveform of the white-beaked dolphin was typical of 

odontocetes and other mammals and was comprised of several waves that reflected a 

series of neurological responses to acoustic stimuli (Fig. 4).  We designated the 

negative and positive vertices of these waves N1-N4 and P1-P3.  Although not 

precisely known in odontocetes, these waves were assumed to reflect the positive 

and negative polarizations of multiple auditory nerve bundles within the brainstem 

(Szymanski et al. 1998; Supin et al. 2001; Hall 2007).  The early portions of each 

wave are usually considered to be the initial depolarization of auditory nerves, thus 

labeled with an ‘N’ for negative, and we followed such protocol.  An onset delay 

was found for each AEP record, reflecting a period of time, usually 3-6 ms, from the 

onset of the initial sound stimulus until the response was observed.  When stimulus 

modulation rates were such that the subject’s auditory system could follow 

individual clicks, similar delays were found between later stimuli and their 

concurrent AEP responses.  Amplitudes of the AEP responses varied and were 

dependent upon whether they were responses to the first click stimulus, a response to 

a click later in the stimulus train, or even the rate at which the click train was 

presented.  Typically, the onset response (the first several waves) was the largest, on 

the order of 1-2 μV.  Subsequent responses to acoustic stimuli were usually less than 

1 μV and on the order of 0.5 to 0.25 μV.  Peak-to-peak amplitudes decreased 

exponentially as stimulus presentation rates increased (r2 = 0.93; p < 0.001; y = -

0.97*log(X) + 3.39; n=13). 
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The animal’s auditory system generally followed individual click stimuli at 

lower presentation rates.  For example at 250 Hz, or 1 click every 4 ms, the averaged 

AEP showed responses for each click in a train (Fig. 4a).  As presentation rates were 

gradually increased, the individual waveforms to each click stimulus began to blend 

together and become more sinusoidal in the ‘following’ of the individual click 

stimuli, exhibiting the typical RFR shown in other odontocete auditory systems.  

This RFR could be seen in the AEP responses at 1000 Hz (Fig. 4a) and until a rate of 

1250 Hz.  At higher rates, the animal’s AEP waveforms did not reflect following of 

individual clicks, but rather, simply an onset response to the click train as a whole, 

as if it were one continuous stimulus (e.g. 2000 Hz).  The onset is characterized by 

the initial series of vertices of positive and negative waves (Fig. 4b).  The spectrum 

of the single AEP response demonstrates a similar cut-off rate to the RFR, at 

approximately 1250 Hz (Fig. 4c).   

Fast Fourier transforms of the RFRs provided similar indications of 

following responses.  For example, the dolphin’s system followed the 1000 Hz click 

rate relatively well and showed a strong peak in the FFT at 1000 Hz (Fig. 5).  When 

lower-rate stimuli were used, the frequency spectrum revealed not only a peak at the 

fundamental click rate but also at harmonics of the fundamental.  This was clear 

when using the 250 Hz click rate and peaks were evident at 500, 750, 1000, and 

1250 Hz as well.  At presentation rates of 1500 Hz and above, the dolphin’s auditory 

system did not follow individual clicks well, relative to lower click rates.  This was 

reflected by a lack of dominant peaks in the frequency spectrum and the amplitude 

of the peak at the respective modulation rate being similar to the background noise 
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level (e.g. Fig. 5; 2000 Hz).  The animal was not considered to follow click trains 

well at 2000 Hz and higher due to no visible RFR and an FFT peak difficult to 

discriminate from the noise.  Further, note the ordinate axes of Fig. 5 are different 

scales.  This emphasizes the response amplitudes for the respective click rates (peaks 

indicate a following of the stimulus although amplitude is influenced by AEP 

response spectrum), and reflects that relatively good following responses are well 

above the background noise and poor following of a click rate provides an FFT peak 

similar to the noise level.  

The dolphin’s MRTF was low-pass filter in shape with peaks at 500-600 and 

1000-1125 Hz (Fig. 6).  The MRTF was relatively broadband (1250-1500 Hz), with 

a rather steep high-frequency cut-off after 1125-1250 Hz, reflecting high auditory 

temporal resolution, up to 1250 Hz.  Minimum noise level values were not 

completely reached until beyond 2000 Hz.  Applying the 10% of maximum 

fundamental response amplitude level used by Popov & Supin (1998) as an upper 

limit of temporal resolution, the limit of temporal resolution of the white-beaked 

dolphin was 1450-1500 Hz.  The weighted MRTF had a similar shape with peaks 

near 500-600 and 1000-1125 Hz (Fig. 6a).  However, it also reflected strong AEP 

response energy at lower frequencies (125-250 Hz), which was not as easily detected 

by simply plotting the amplitude of the peaks at the fundamental frequencies.   

  

Discussion 

White-beaked dolphin evoked potentials were clear and distinct from the 

background noise, despite the unique field situation for the data collection.  Overall, 
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the field methodology and consequent AEPs were similar to those used and found in 

laboratory studies of odontocete hearing and evoked potential recording (Nachtigall 

et al. 2007).  The dolphin’s auditory temporal resolution was high, up to at least 

1125-1250 Hz and perhaps as high as 1450-1500 Hz.  The general characteristics of 

individual AEP waveforms and MRTF demonstrated results consistent with other 

species of odontocetes tested with similar methodologies (e.g., Supin and Popov 

1995; Szymanski et al. 1998; Mooney et al. 2006; Finneran et al. 2007).   

However, there were some minor differences in the AEP waveform of the 

white-beaked dolphin and that of other odontocetes (Fig. 4b).  Odontocete AEP 

waveforms differ slightly in the number, relative amplitude and overall pattern of 

negative and positive peaks (Supin et al. 2001).  These waves are a summation of 

neurological responses from the general region of the brainstem in response to 

acoustic stimuli.  It is logical that this pattern of waves may vary among species, 

dependent upon subtle morphological or physiological differences in the auditory 

nerves and surrounding tissues.  Unfortunately, precise reasons for this variation 

have yet to be thoroughly investigated in marine mammals.  Therefore, differences 

at this point are simply noted as species variation.   

The MRTF was low-pass in shape, indicating the following of individual 

clicks up until approximately 1250-1450 Hz (Fig. 6).  This bandwidth exceeds the 

spectrum of a single AEP (Fig. 4c), indicating that the MRTF if not limited by the 

spectrum of the AEP waveform.  At higher frequency modulation rates, the animal’s 

AEPs did not follow clicks as individual stimuli but rather as continuous stimuli, 19 

ms in duration.  This is supported by the sharp cut-off in the MRTF above 1250 Hz 
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and the lack of the rate following waveforms after the initial onset response.  While 

the inter-click-intervals of white-beaked dolphins may be as brief as 3 ms (about 333 

Hz) (Rasmussen and Miller 2002), the RFRs presented here are sufficient to follow 

such rapid click rates and subsequent echoes (Mooney et al. 2006).   

The maximum rate of the white-beaked dolphin’s auditory temporal 

processing is near 1450 Hz which is relatively high for odontocetes.  However, the 

MRTF did not reflect exceedingly rapid processing rates which might be predicted 

by the unusually high frequency components of their echolocation clicks or high 

frequency (180 kHz) hearing (Rasmussen and Miller 2002; Nachtigall et al. 2008).  

That is, auditory filter bandwidths typically increase as the frequency of hearing 

increases; the higher the frequency, the wider the filter bandwidth (Yost 1994; Supin 

et al. 2001).  A wider auditory filter is associated with improved temporal resolution.  

While white-beaked dolphins produce sounds and hear at relatively high frequencies 

for odontocetes, these traits do not dramatically increase their temporal resolution 

capabilities, relative to other odontocetes.  

 

Comparisons to other odontocetes 

In fact, the white-beaked dolphin MRTF shape was similar to those of other 

odontocetes including that of the Risso’s dolphin and killer whale (Szymanski et al. 

1998; Mooney et al. 2006), although the white-beaked dolphin’s MRTF is a bit 

higher in estimated processing frequency than these animals (Fig. 6b).  The data in 

all three of these studies were collected using essentially the same AEP method.  

However, the utilization of relatively low frequency clicks in this study may have 
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underestimated the auditory temporal resolution of the white-beaked dolphin (based 

upon their high frequency traits).  

Thus, for comparison of temporal processing within odontocetes, the white-

beaked dolphin MRTF was plotted relative to a mean odontocete MRTF (Fig. 6c).  

The mean odontocete MRTF was generated from the averages of seven odontocete 

MRTFs collected using SAM tones or clicks and similar AEP techniques (Supin and 

Popov 1995; Szymanski et al. 1998; Klishin et al. 2000; Cook et al. 2006; Mooney et 

al. 2006; this study; Pseudorca crassidens, unpublished).  All MRTF amplitudes 

were normalized to a linear scale of 0-1, where 1 was the maximum response 

provided in the original research.  Based on the rather similar shape and bandwidth 

of the MRTF among odontocetes (Fig. 6b and c), it appears that temporal processing 

capabilities are comparable and conserved.  This is further supported by the notion 

that, neither hearing range nor stimulus frequency, appears to affect temporal 

resolution patterns, at least within odontocetes (Supin and Popov 1995; Finneran et 

al. 2007).     

One odontocete worth testing for its MRTF is the harbor porpoise.  Porpoises 

are echolocators that, unlike most dolphins, use a narrow-band high frequency (130-

150 kHz) signal (Au et al. 1999).  Interestingly, they have narrow critical bands 

overlapping the frequency of their pulse (Popov et al. 2006).  This suggests high 

frequency resolution, but reduced temporal resolution for the harbor porpoise.   

 

Comparisons to other marine and terrestrial mammals 
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Relative to pinnipeds and manatees, the mean odontocete MRTF is broader 

in bandwidth with a maximum response at higher frequencies indicating increased 

temporal resolution (Fig. 7) (Mann et al. 2005; Mulsow and Reichmuth 2007).  

When temporal resolution bandwidth was estimated as the rate at which the response 

amplitude was 10% of the maximum response (Popov and Supin 1998), odontocetes, 

pinnipeds and manatees demonstrated bandwidths of 1450, 750 and 1400 Hz, 

respectively.  This indicates that odontocetes process AM sounds twice as fast as 

pinnipeds and similar to manatees.  However, this method likely overestimates 

manatee temporal resolution as their AEP responses are generally in the noise at 700 

Hz (Mann et al. 2005) and the 10% level may be too high a criteria.  If a 50% 

criterion is used, the average odontocete follows sounds at 1400 Hz, the pinniped at 

300 Hz, and the manatee at 425-650 Hz.  Similar trends are found at 90% of the 

maximum response (odontocete, 1150 Hz; pinniped, 220 Hz ; manatee, 160 Hz) 

indicating that odontocetes have very good temporal resolution capabilities relative 

to other marine mammals.  While, manatees, another fully aquatic marine mammal, 

seem to show temporal processing at surprisingly high rates and an unusual peak in 

their MRTF at 600 Hz (Mann et al. 2005) it is safe to say that at least odontocete 

temporal resolution appears considerably higher than other marine mammals tested.   

To place these high temporal resolution estimates in perspective with those 

of terrestrial mammals, we compared the mean odontocete MRTF to that of the 

gerbil and the human (Fig. 7).  Unlike odontocetes, the gerbil and human AEPs were 

considered to have a cortical component in addition to the brainstem evoked 

potentials (Dolphin and Mountain 1992; Purcell et al. 2004).  Thus, the summated 
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responses provided in the human and gerbil MRTFs are only cautiously compared to 

the brainstem evoked potentials of marine mammals.  There was approximately an 

order of magnitude difference in maximum temporal response, with the 10% 

decrease for the gerbils and humans being 200 and 60 Hz, and 90% at 48 and 42 Hz, 

respectively (Dolphin and Mountain 1992; Purcell et al. 2004).  While this is a 

limited comparison due to the differences in AEPs measured, it generally reflects 

that odontocetes, as well as manatees and pinnipeds, likely have higher temporal 

resolution rates than some terrestrial mammals.   

The relatively high temporal resolution of odontocetes is likely a function of 

three non-mutually exclusive reasons: (a) adaptation to a fully aquatic environment 

(Supin and Popov 1995; Mann et al. 2005), (b) their wide auditory filters at high 

frequencies (Mulsow and Reichmuth 2007), and (c) echolocation abilities requiring 

discrimination of rapid clicks and echoes (Mooney et al. 2006).  Adaptation to an 

aquatic environment likely plays a role but is probably not the primary reason for 

high odontocete MRTF values because the manatee is also exclusively marine with a 

lower temporal resolution.  High frequency hearing capabilities may also contribute 

to greater temporal resolution but are likely not the principal driving force.  Gerbils 

hear well at higher frequencies but their temporal resolution is similar to humans 

(Ryan 1976; Dolphin and Mountain 1992; Purcell et al. 2004), and reduced hearing 

ranges in odontocetes does not affect temporal resolution (Finneran et al. 2007). 

However, echolocation is consistent with high temporal resolution, as shown 

in micro bats, as well as odontocetes.  These bats demonstrate short integration times 

(Surlykke and Bojesen 1996; Wiegrebe and Schmidt 1996) and medial superior 
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olive neurons follow AM stimuli up to rates of 500 Hz (Grothe et al. 1997).  Thus, it 

seems natural selection put odontocetes and micro bats on unique evolutionary paths 

and the evolution of echolocation has likely played a significant role in the 

appearance of high temporal processing abilities.   

In conclusion, the white-beaked dolphin demonstrates high temporal 

resolution similar to other odontocete species.  Odontocete temporal resolution is 

well conserved and typically of higher rates than non-echolocating terrestrial 

mammals, pinnipeds and manatees.  More extensive studies of auditory temporal 

resolution in more species of mammals would certainly broaden our understanding.  

For example, knowledge of the mysticete MRTF and temporal resolution would help 

fill out this picture in marine mammals.  High frequency hearing alone is not a 

predictor for fast temporal resolution.  Rather, we propose that selective pressures 

giving rise to the evolution of echolocation in odontocetes and micro bats also 

favored high temporal resolution to better detect and follow brief amplitude 

modulated sounds.   
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Figure legends 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up picturing dolphin and acoustic tank. 1, projecting 

transducer; 2, active electrode (passive is on dorsal fin but hidden from view); 3, 

stretcher suspended from aluminum poles, note open flap around head and lower 

jaw; 4, acoustic tank lined with baffling open cell foam.   

 

Fig. 2. (a) Waveform of single click stimulus. (b) Waveform of click train at 1000 

Hz presentation rate. Note the difference in time scale between (a) and (b).  (c) 

Spectrum of a click stimulus recorded in the tank during calibration. 

 

Fig. 3.  Noise spectrum level (dB re: 1 μPa2·Hz-1) of the experimental tank.  Ambient 

tank noise was sampled at 1 MHz and analyzed using a 1024 point FFT using a 5-

point moving average.   

 

Fig. 4.  (a) Rate following responses in µV generated using click pulses at four 

different modulation rates; 250, 625, 1000 and 2000 Hz, using a SPL of 128 dB re: 1 

μPa (p-p).  Responses are averages of 1000 records. (b) 10 ms close-up of a selected 

white-beaked AEP waveform highlighted in (a).  The positive (N) and negative (P) 

waves of the AEP are shown where negative indicates the apparent initial neural 

depolarization response.  (c) Spectrum of highlighted AEP response in (b). 
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Fig. 5.  Spectra of the rate following responses at four different modulation rates, 

250, 625, 1000, and 2000 Hz.   Peaks at the fundamental frequency are indicated in 

by large, black arrows.  At modulation rates of 250 and 625 Hz harmonics of the 

fundamental modulation rate are also visible (small grey arrows).  At 2000 Hz only a 

small response peak was found, of which the amplitude was similar to the noise 

level, indicating little to no following of such rapid stimuli.  Note the different y-axis 

scales for the response amplitude. 

 

Fig. 6. (a) The MRTF of a male white-beaked dolphin determined in this experiment 

plotted based on the peak value of the FFT at the respective modulation rate (solid 

line, diamonds) and a weighted-MRTF estimated by the square root of the sum 

power of the fundamental and harmonics (dotted line, open circles).  (b) 

Comparative standard MRTFs of the white-beaked dolphin (solid line, diamonds), 

the Risso’s dolphin (dotted line, squares; Mooney et al. 2006) and the killer whale 

(dashed line, triangles; Szymanski et al. 1998) on a normalized amplitude scale.  (c) 

Modulation rate transfer functions of a white-beaked dolphin (black line, diamonds) 

and a mean of seven odontocete species measured to date (grey line).  

 

Fig. 7.  Comparison of the mean odontocete MRTF (solid grey line) with that of the 

mean pinniped MRTF (dotted line, asterisk’s; Mulsow and Reichmuth, 2007), the 

manatee MRTF (solid line, circles; Mann et al. 2005), the gerbil (dotted line, 

triangles; Dolphin and Mountain 1992) and human (solid line, squares; Purcell et al. 

2004) on a normalized amplitude scale.  The comparisons of marine and terrestrial 
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mammal MRTFs must be interpreted cautiously since the terrestrial mammal AEPs 

reflect cortical as well as brainstem recordings.   
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